
IMPORTANT DATES 2019 

Term Dates 

Term 3 

Mon 15
th
 Aug- Fri 20

th
 Sept 

Term 4 

Mon 7
th
 Oct - Fri 20

th
 Dec 

 

Middle School Camp 

Waratah Bay  

Gr. 4 7
th
 – 9

th  
Oct 

Gr. 3 9
th
 – 11

th
 Oct  

 

Upcoming Events 

 

 

27th August 

Student Led Conferences 

 

28th August 

Father’s Day Stall 

 

2nd September 

Resilience, Rights and Respect-

ful Relationships (RRRR) Parent 

Information Session  
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Curious Confident

WRITING 

The information report journey continues and all we can say is ‘wow!’ The 
students are blowing us away with their enthusiasm and excitement, as 
they continue working to include their own voice in their writing pieces.  
Over the fortnight, Grade 4’s have been working to complete their rough 
drafts, with a focus on the conclusion and how it should recap the signifi-
cance (importance) of the animal as well as a call to action if the animal is 
vulnerable, endangered or at risk of becoming extinct. The Grade 3’s have 
completed their research and are steadily working on constructing their 
paragraphs, regularly being encouraged to reread to ensure their writing 
makes sense. They have also been loving the chance to add their own voice 
to their writing, understanding that information reports don’t have to be 
boring!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
READING 

The Grade 3’s have been learning how to research using nonfiction books 
as well as the Internet to find and record facts about their animal. Some 
students from 3B kindly brought in some of their animal books and maga-
zines from home, which have been really useful for their peers. Students 
also learnt how to use the Google search engine more effectively to find 
information. For example, instead of typing ‘what is a giraffe’s habitat?’ we 
suggested they try giraffe+habitat+kids instead. The results were excellent 
and the students were able to locate kid-friendly websites and synthesize 
the information more easily. The Grade 3 and 4 students have both been 
practising recording their thinking in their reading journals more regularly 
this fortnight. The Grade 4’s have been continuing to practise using thesau-
rus’ as well as making inferences when they read. When you make an in-
ference, you go beyond the author’s words to understand what is NOT 
SAID in the text. This can be a tricky concept to grasp so the teachers have 
been using interesting pictures and videos to engage students in the             
learning.  

Our Learning 

Middle School News 

LPS develops students that are curious about the world around them and confi-

dent in their knowledge and skills to be successful in the future. 



STUDENT AWARDS 
 

3A— Jade G 

3B— Bowen  

3M— Alex &      

Jaymie   

3PA — Queenie & 

Julian  

4C— Cody T 

4S – Jacob S & 

Chloe K 

4W — Cooper 

 

 

MATHS 

Students have continued to expand and deepen their understandings of multi-

plication this fortnight, with a focus on the split strategy to solve a range of 

problems, such as one by two-digit sums. Students have also been learning 

about mass and weight, estimating and measuring different objects using digi-

tal, as well as analogue scales. They are still very much enjoying the competitive 

games, such as buzz, popcorn and times table challenge. If you would like to 

help your child with their multiplication facts at home, here are some ideas : 

 Choose a times table to practise, e.g. the 3x table. Using a deck of cards, 

players take it in turns to flip a card over. The player who calls out the 

times table the fastest, keeps the card. Player with most cards at the end 

of five rounds wins.  

 Pick a times table, e.g. the 11x table. Using a timer and notepad, players 

have to write down all the multiples that they can think of in 1 minute. 

Multiples are the products of the times table. E.g. 11,22,33,44,55 are all 

multiples of 11.  Winner is the player who writes the most multiples.  

 

GARDEN NEWS  

Students across the school have been busy in 

the garden lately. The Garden Club students 

on Monday and Tuesday are always working 

hard to weed and dig holes for our compost 

buckets and Peter, our maintenance man, 

did a great job in building some sleeper bar-

riers for our two compost bays. These can be 

easily lifted by an adult for when we need to mix the 

compost or add shredded paper and mulch. Grade 3 

students worked together to clear out some of the big 

branches in the third bay, taking them over to our 

sawing team who carefully sawed the branches into 

1m lengths. These will be used down the track, to 

build little hidey holes to attract lizards and skinks to 

the garden. Next term, we are hoping to run a Nude 

Food Day to help reduce the amount of litter and rub-

bish in our schoolyard.  



August  
Birthdays 

in the 

Middle School 
 

GRADE 3 

Thomas MD - 5th 

Cooper P - 6th 

Rhys G - 6th  

Tristan F - 11th 

Lacey S - 29th 

GRADE 4 

Rubee H - 5th  

Luca C - 10th  

Zach D - 30th 

MELBOURNE MUSEUM EXCURSION 

 

During Week 5, Year 3 students spent the day at the Melbourne Museum to find 

out more about our planet and the changes that affect it. We were lucky enough 

to attend an education session, see an IMAX movie and wander through the ex-

hibits. Here are some recounts about the day from some Year 3 students:  

Last week on Monday, we went to the Melbourne Museum where we saw lots of 

dinosaur bones. I enjoyed looking at the giant squid and all the other sea crea-

tures. We also had a lesson about how the earth has changed over time and 

learnt about volcanoes. After that, we got a picture of a landscape and had to 

work out how it was formed.  

Madison, 3B 

At the museum, we learnt about natural disasters, but mostly volcanoes. We saw 

a whole movie about them in IMAX where we got to wear 3D glasses. Did you 

know a volcano called Mt Vesuvius destroyed a whole city called Pompeii            

in Italy a long time ago?  

Liam, 3B 

I enjoyed seeing the dinosaur bones at the museum. What we found interesting 

was the sea life exhibit, because of the giant squid. What we found creepy were 

the bugs in the minibeast exhibit. We learned about volcanoes that helped cre-

ate our Earth!  

Sam 3B 

 

 

 

 



LYSTERFIELD PS 
POP –UP 

SCIENCE 

STALL 
SCIENCE SUPPLY AUSTRALIA IS 

HELPING TO RAISE FUNDS FOR 

LYSTERFIELD PRIMARY SCHOOL’S 

Science is happening everywhere at Lysterfield this term, 

not just in our Inquiry units! For the first time ever we invite 

you to come along to the Makerspace Room on Thursday 

12th September and Friday 13th, both before and after 

school, to our Pop-up Science Stall. 
  
Come in and see the display of fantastic science activities 

and products for all ages. 15% of all sales will be donated 

back to the school. Prices range from $10 - $40. Here is the 

link if you’d like to have a sneak peek into what will be 

available: 

http://www.ssapl.com.au/ 

    
12TH – 13TH  SEPTEMBER 
BEFORE + AFTER SCHOOL 
FROM 8:30AM – 9:00AM 
FROM 3:30PM – 4:30PM 
    

http://www.ssapl.com.au/

